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2104 Plenary - Credentials to Representatives of GA 27th Session; 2107 Plenary - Human Rights in Armed Conflicts: Protection of journalists, Rights of peoples to self-determination, Assistance in cases of natural disaster.

2104 Plenary Meeting - 8 December - Mag Stripe & Optical - LT-1368, 1369

1 mcu S.A. Salim (United Rep. of Tanzania) speaking. 107 107
2 mcu Wang Jun-sheng (China) speaking in Chinese. 145 38
3 ms Silent cut ins:
   -- presiding table; unidentified delegation on floor; delegation from S.Africa on floor;
   delegation from Khmer Rep.(npl) on floor 170 25
4 mcu C.F.G. Von Hirschberg (S.Africa) speaking. 283 113
5 cu  Illuminated voting panel during vote by roll-call
(Incl. shots of presiding table with Pres. Stanislaw Trepczynski looking at voting panel). Close shots of Pres. giving results of votes in French.

2107 Plenary Meeting - 12 December - LT-1370

6 mcu  Mrs. Luvsandanzangun Ider (Mongolia), Rapporteur of Third Committee, speaking on Human Rights in armed conflicts.

7 mcu  Vice-Pres. Moulaye El Hassen (Mauritania) asking for vote in French. Pan to illuminated voting panel. Reverse pan to Vice-Pres. giving result of vote in French.

8 mcu  Mrs. Ider presenting Third Committee report (Rights of peoples to self-determination).

9 mcu  Vice-Pres. speaking in French on agenda and asking for vote. Pan to voting panel and back to Vice-Pres. giving result of vote. Vice-Pres. asking for vote on next draft resolution -- vote -- Vice-Pres. giving result of vote.

Sound: A/PV 2104 & 2105